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To investigate the possibility of changing some of the fluorescent lights to LED (to
reduce the current draw on the supply) here is a lot of relevant information.

Fluorescent Tubes

2236 has a number of 2’ (600mm) and 4’ (1200mm) T12 tubes. All the tubes are
supplied via 12 individually fused ballast units from 3 24V supplies:

1. From the sidelight circuit (no tubes operate without the sidelights being ON).
2. From the LH ‘saloon lights’ toggle switch in the cab 
3. From the RH ‘saloon lights’ toggle switch in the cab

Supply 1 is connected to 3 ballast units which power the destination display lights
(there is an override isolator toggle switch just inside the front destination viewing
flap).

Supply 2 is connected to 5 of the ballast units powering interior lights

Supply 3 is connected to the remaining 4 ballast units powering interior lights.

The ballast units on supplies 2 and 3 are mixed on the vehicle (some lower deck,
some upper deck) - this ensures that in the case of failure of one circuit the interior is
still lighted.

The interior lights are so arranged that the fluorescent tube is visible i.e. there is no
diffuser or cover. So any change to LED would involve using mains LED ‘tubes’
which are usually only available in T8 format, so a) they would look appreciably
different to the original tubes and b) I have no idea how to power them from a 24V
supply (mains is easy).

So we’re left with the destination lights (which are powered continuously when the
side lights are on).

The destination displays have 1x2’ tube at the rear, 1x2’ tube at the side and 3x2’
tubes at the front; a total of 5 2’ tubes.

These 5 tubes are powered from 3 of the 12 ballast units fitted, namely ballasts 7, 8,
9:

Ballast 7 powers the rear tube, current draw 0.3A

Ballast 8 powers the front and side destination blinds, current draw 1.46A

Ballast 9 powers the number and via blinds, current draw 0.64A

LEDs

The LED strip ordered has 60 LEDs per meter, so a 2’ (600mm) length will have



60x0.6=36 LEDs.
The current draw of the LED strip is 0.6A per metre, so a 600mm length will draw
0.36A. 

So in order to save any energy, each tube can only be replaced with one row of 36
LEDs:

Ballast 7 (rear route number) saving 0.3 - 0.36 = negative! 0.06A
Ballast 8 (front & side dests.) saving 1.46 - 0.72 =0.76A (about 50%)
Ballast 9 (front route no.&via blind)saving 0.64 - 0.72 = negative! 0.08A
Total saving 2.42 - 1.8 = 0.62 A

Although Ballasts 7 & 9 actually consume more power after conversion, overall there
is a small saving: 2.42 to 1.8A (25%). NB see update 24 Nov.

This assumes that one row of 36 LEDs will be bright enough to replace a 2’ tube.

In order to prevent the LEDs being exposed to voltages above 24V (the regulator
can go up to 28V) a 10ohm 5W resistor in series will lower the LED strip supply to
20.4V; the power dissipated by the resistor (in the form of heat) is about 1.2W.

The wiring is relatively straightforward; the 24V supply (2 wires) to each Ballast is
connected instead to one of the 2 pairs of wires that go to the tube;  the LED strip is
simply connected at the most convenient end of the tube location. The series
resistor cna be located there; the fuse which protected each ballast now protects the
wiring to each LED strip. 

Other ballast units’ current draw:

Ballast 1 (upper right 3 - 4’ tube) draws 1.74A

Ballast 2 (upper right 2 - 4’ tube) draws 1.46A

Ballast 3 (upper right 1 - 2’ tube) draws 0.85A

Ballast 4 (lower left 2 - 4’ tube) draws 1.02A

Ballast 5 (upper left 2 - 4’ tube) draws 1.52A

Ballast 6 (upper left 1 - 4’ tube) draws 0.59A

Ballast 10 (lower L1 & lower L2 - 2x2’ tubes) draws 1.07A

Ballast 11 (lower right 3 - 4’ tube) draws 1.65A

Ballast 12 (lower left 1 - 4’ tube) draws 1.70A

Total draw of ballast units for interior lights: 11.6A
Total draw of ballast units for destination displays: 2.42A



Update 24 Nov 2018:

All 5 ‘destination’ tubes have been replaced by 2’ lengths of ‘warm white’ LED strip
and the 3 associated ballasts have been disconnected (although they are currently
still in place). The 5off 2’ tubes have been put into store (there are still 3 2’ tubes on
the bus). The original wiring involved 2 wires going to each end of each fluorescent
tube, so one pair of these has been utilised, to feed 24V to each LED strip. Where
wiring has become redundant, it has been left in situ but there are no ‘loose ends’.
The connections at the ‘display’ ends are via 3-way terminal blocks, the 3 for the
front destinations are screwed to the woodwork; the side and rear destinations have
them tie-wrappped to the frame on which the LED strip is secured. The series
resistor is mounted under each terminal block.
Although calculated at 1.8A, the actual current draw by the 5 LED strips (each with a
10ohm resistor in series) is 1.03A, a good  saving over the 2.42A drawn by those
ballast units - only 42% of the power! The LED strips appear to be plenty bright
enough, even with engine at idle producing only 23.9V (sidelights and all internal
lights on).

The actual voltage across the LED strips (engine stopped) is 20.2V, so they are well
under-rated and should not see much above 24V.

Max. voltage with no electrical load 27.8V (engine about 30% max rpm)
Min. voltage at no load 24.6V (engine idling).

Update 9 December 2018:

On test, the alternator on 2236 reached 27.8V when working with no electrical load
(see above). This is the maximum voltage expected to be seen. The sidelights were
switched on and the voltage at the LED strip (via blind) was measured at 23.9V -
perfect!

The voltage regulator was then changed to a ‘spare’ purchased many years ago.
This showed a generated 28.3V on ‘no load’. When ‘on load’ the voltage was
marginally higher so the replacement regulator was left in position. However with all
electrical loads on, the ‘idle’ voltage is still 23.9V, proving that generally the electrical
system is under-performing. 


